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Medi was only eleven when he was 

lured into a drug cartel on the 

streets of papua.

growing up as a girl in a

Male-doMinated culture,

elsha felt suppressed, 

unMotivated & weak.

CAN 
SCHOOL
REALLY 
CHANGE
THEIR 
LIVES?

the parents of three local triBes 

were at war. the coMMunication 

Between students were affected 

and eventually Broke down.



SCHOOL
was the only 

place
they met
SOMEONE

who CARED
for them.

After a year of living on the street , Medi met Rasi
who introduced him to Mustard Seed Soccer School.

Just like Medi , Rasi grew up on the 
streets as a teenager, until he met

Mr. Sendy from Mustard Seed who 
gave Rasi shelter and opportunities.

Elsha met Kashi , the first native Papuan female who
was appointed as the school principal. Elsha saw that a 
woman could do many great things.

Just like Elsha, Kashi grew up 
unconfident and undervalued,

but that changed when she met 
Paul Richardson from

Mustard Seed who trusted and 
supported her.



was the

Three native tribes were at war.

At our badminton club , the children
of the various tribes stopped talking 
to one another. I purposely put them 
in a group together and facilitated 
small group meetings.

It took a week for them to start 
realizing that they could not play
well without communicating.

Finally , they realized that they 
needed each other. They started 
talking and expressing their feelings 
to each other.

They came to realize although they 
had different skin color , God loves 
them all equally.

They were able to forgive each other 
through prayers , which enabled them
to resume playing badminton with 
peace and joy.

( Leland TfN teacher )

"
"

IDENTITY in 
GOD.

SCHOOL

where they 
learned 

about their

place
safe



SCHOOL
was the place

where they
could SHAPE
their
CHARACTER.

"after BecoMing active 
in the soccer cluB, i 

experienced freedoM 
froM My drug addiction 
and BecaMe the captain 

of the teaM."
Medi

"i can see the 
difference in the past 
six Months. the guitar 

cluB MeMBers are 
More confident and 

courageous."
 paul



SCHOOL
was the place
where they
found their 

CALLING &
where they could 
become

a BLESSING
to others.

"this school is a safe place for Me.
we were taught that god values woMen 

the saMe as Men. i want to Be a successful 
entrepreneur so i can help teachers in

papua open Many schools."
elsha



THANK YOU!
For helping us 

transform
children’s lives.


